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INSIDE N.I

MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

January, 1996 Applications for Membership: The following persons have applied

for membership. If no written objections are received by March 1, 1996, their

membership will become effective on that date.

2478 Teunis C. Kapaan, P. O. Box 400, Lockport, NY 14094-0400

(German & Dutch Coins & Paper, European Numismatics)

2479-MT Jose Luis Moniz Jardim, Rua d Bonjardim #519 1ESQ, Porto 4000,

Portugal - (World Coins of the 20th Century)

Life Memberships: Life Memberships are available to members of three years’

standing upon application to the Board of Governors and the payment of the $200.00

fee. Conditional Life Membership is available upon payment of $60.00 down and

four quarterly payments of $35.00.

DONATIONS REPORT

Name Donation Preference of Use

BRUCK, Frederick R. E $25.00 Cash General Operating Fund

DAVIS, J. William $5.00 Cash Publications

HAVEL, James J. $10.00 Cash NI Library Fund

KUTCHER, Robert $5.00 Cash General Operating Fund

LAY, Evan L. $10.00 Cash General Operating Fund

LINN, Kennie M. $10.00 Cash General Operating Fund

MAIER, Michael M. $5.00 Cash General Operating Fund

MAJOR, William H. $5.00 Cash General Operating Fund

NOLAN, John T. $10.00 Cash General Operating Fund

ORLOWSKI, Frank $5.00 Cash General Operating Fund

PAYNE, Alan K. $10.00 Cash General Operating Fund

PRICE, Fred $10.00 Cash NI Library Fund

THORNTON, Susan $5.00 Cash General Operating Fund

LIBRARIAN’S REPORT

I. Acknowledgement is made below to those who have donation material to the NI
Library.
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David E. Seelve

RF15.FRMS:1973:BN38

CLUB FRANCAIS DE LA MEDAILLE
Bulletin Numero 38.

Pub. 1973, 208pp, illus.

JE60.Pari:1967:RMEF

PARIS ADMINISTRATION DES MONNAIES ET MEDAILLES
Rapport au ministre de 1’ economic et des finances. Operations de

1957 a 1966.

Pub. 1967, 323pp, w/plates.

HA55.PerB: 1966:FSCDV
PERRINE, BOB

The fantastic story of the 1965 Canadian dollar varieties.

Pub. ca.1966, 14pp, illus.

Lester D. Snell

JF95.MilH;X87 1 :MIAI

MILLIES, HENRICUS C.

Recherches sur les monnaies des indigenes I’archipel Indien et de la

peninsule Malaie.

Pub. 1871, 179pp, w/plates.

The American Numismatic Society

PA30.DotR: 1994:TAOM
DOTY, RICHARD G. (Editor)

The token: America’s other money.

An anthology of papers presented to the Coinage of the Americas 10th

anniversary conference.

Pub. 1994, 224pp, illus.

NI Purchase

JB45.LobR: 1995:CSTE

LOBEL, RICHARD/DAVIDSON, MARK/M AILSTONE,
ALLAN/CALLIGAS

,
ELENI

Coincraft’s standard catalogue of English and UK coins 1066 to date.

Pub. 1995, 621pp, illus.

n. In addition to the above we would like to thank David Seelye for his donation of

additional numismatic material to the NI Library.

Granvyl G. Hulse, Jr., Book Librarian

James D. Haley, Periodical Librarian
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GOLD NAPOLEONS
James B. Casey, Ph.D.

1813 A (Paris Mint) 20 Francs Gold

The relatively common 20 franc gold pieces issued by the French government early

in the 19th century weighed .1867 ounces and most of the more common issues can

be purchased for a few US dollars over "melt" (melt is now approx. US $72). Since

the bust of Napoleon Bonaparte appeared on the first very large issues of these coins

as First Consul and then Emperor, they acquired the nickname "Napoleon" which

remained in use long after the fall of that remarkable leader in 1814-15.

Since the gold standard was in place during the Napoleonic era, the 20 franc

Napoleon was actually hard currency while paper money and even silver coinage were

simply token currency with intrinsic (precious metal, paper) value far below that of

the face value of the money itself.

1812 A (Paris Mint) 5 Francs Silver. Although impressive, this large

silver coin did not equal 5 Francs value in gold. Hence, it was
considered to be "token currency".

Although you can purchase a VF example of a 20 franc gold Napoleon piece with the

portrait of Emperor Napoleon I today from dealers for about US $90 to US $125, and

wholesale at about US $85, the actual value and purchasing power of these coins at

the time when Napoleon’s Grand Army marched across the battlefields of Europe was
considerably greater. One of the 20 franc gold Napoleon’s could easily feed and

house a lower middle class family for a week. In civilian occupations, 1 franc per

day or less in wages was customary for manual laborers. Officials of the Napoleonic

bureaucracy would earn from 12,000 francs (600 Napoleons) per year for a senior

bureau chief, 3,000 francs (150 Napoleons) for a senior clerk, down to 1,200 (60
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Napoleons) per year for a copyist 2nd class. Dramatic pay range shifts also existed

within the ranks of Napoleon’s vaunted Grand Army.

Napoleonic Army base pay rates ~ Infantry Units.

100 centimes = 1 franc

Gold Napoleon = 20 francs

Private

Corporal

Sergeant

9 francs per month = 5.4 Napoleons per year

14 francs per month = 8.4 Napoleons per year

19 francs per month = 11.4 Napoleons per year

24 francs per month = 14.4 Napoleons per yearSgt. Major

2nd Lieutenant

1st Lieutenant

Captain

Major

Colonel

Brigadier General

Division General

Marshal

90 francs per month = 54 Napoleons per year

104 francs per month = 62 Napoleons per year

200 francs per month = 120 Napoleons per year

300 francs per month = 180 Napoleons per year

417 francs per month = 250 Napoleons per year

834 francs per month = 500 Napoleons per year

1,250 francs per month = 750 Napoleons per year

3,333 francs per month = 2,000 Napoleons per year

The rate and frequency of pay fluctuated during the Napoleonic wars, as did the

conditions of service. A sergeant in the OLD GUARD, Napoleon’s elite infantry unit,

would earn roughly 21.2 Napoleons per year — significantly more than a sergeant in

the regular infantry units. In Honore’ de Balzac’s novel The Black Sheep , a major

of dragoons (cavalry) in the Imperial Guard is said to have earned an annual salary

of 9,000 francs or 450 gold Napoleons during the ill-fated Waterloo campaign of

1815. This sum paid to a major of an elite unit is nearly equal to that of a brigadier

general of infantry. Balzac’s novels tend to relay such financial information with very

sharp historical accuracy. They also clearly depict the "ups and downs" of life in a

politically volatile era. The unfortunate major in question, lost his rank and much of

his income when the Bourbons returned to power in June 1815 after the Imperial

Army and Napoleon were crushed at Waterloo.

The government of restored Bourbon King Louis XVIII dismissed many loyal

Bonapartists from positions of authority within both the army and senior bureaucracy

after their first restoration in Spring 1814 and did so to a much greater extent after

the abortive 100 days return to power of Napoleon (March to June 1815). Although

financially devastating to staunch supporters of Napoleon, the Bourbon Restoration

of 1814-15 was considerably less savage than the "Reign of Terror" (1793-94) where

so many nobles and supporters of the Bourbon King Louis XYI were guillotined.

Louis XVIII died in bed in September 1824, but his ultra reactionary brother Charles

X (1824-30) was abruptly ousted in the Paris Revolution of July 1830. Then it was

the turn of ardent Bourbon loyalists to be driven from power and into poverty or

prison. Fortunately, the bloody excesses of 1793-94 were not revisited.
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Under Napoleon, titles of nobility and distinction within his Imperial Court (1804-14)

required a certain income and lifestyle. The annual income for a duke had to be at

least 200,000 francs (10,000 Napoleons), for a count 30,000 francs (1,500 Napoleons),

for a baron 15,000 francs (750 Napoleons) and for a chevalier or knight 3,000 francs

(150 Napoleons). These titles and distinctions granted under the Empire to marshals,

generals and senior bureaucrats were not necessarily revoked by the Bourbons,

although some of the holders fell to virtual ruin when the tides of power and fortune

shifted.

Naturally, the coin portraits and inscriptions changed as power changed hands.

Napoleon appeared as First Consul during 1802-1804 and as Emperor from May 1804

to his fall in April 1814. In the spring of 1814, Louis XVIH’s fat bust appeared.

During March to June 1815, Napoleon returned to power and his coins were struck

once again. Louis XVIII 20 franc gold pieces continued production in London during

1814 A (Paris Mint) 20 Francs Gold. Coinage of Louis XVIII began

in Paris after the abdication of Napoleon in April 1814. Bourbon

adherents sometimes referred to this coin as a "Louis" as opposed to

the term "Napoleon".

1825 A (Paris Mint) 20 Francs Gold. Coinage of King Charles X is

far scarcer than that ofNapoleon and Louis XVIII. After Charles was

deposed in 1830, his successor Louis Philippe withdrew his coinage

from circulation. Issues of Charles X dated 1824 were actually struck

during 1825-26.

his brief exile and then resumed in Paris in July 1815 and on to his death in 1824.

Charles X’s gold pieces date from 1824 to his abdication on August 2, 1830.

Regardless of the ruler depicted, the essential weight and standard of the 20 franc

gold piece remained constant. (The gold 40 franc "double Napoleon" weighing .3734

ounces was also issued during these reigns, but far less frequently than the centrally

important 20 franc gold pieces. The largest issue of 40 franc pieces was in 1811 and

1812, during the apogee of Napoleon’s domination of Europe.)
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AN 12 A (Paris Mint) 40 Francs Gold Double Napoleon. This piece

was issued during September 1803 to May 1804. Napoleon became
"Empereur" in May 1804 and that title immediately replaced "Premier

Consul". Most manual laborers in Napoleonic France would have

considered this coin to be a handsome monthly wage.

Among the civilian population, day to day life in early 19th century France proceeded

in a regular, quietly desperate manner regardless of the portrait appearing on coinage.

Feeding one’s family and securing a roof over one’s head was one particular battle

which never ended. In this world, the 20 franc gold Napoleon was a very substantial

sum of money and worth significantly more in purchasing power than the US $95 or

US $100 we would pay for the coin as a numismatic acquisition in 1995. Balzac

novels frequently cite 500 or 600 francs per year (25 or 30 Napoleons) as an income

upon which one person could live in Paris with some degree of comfort. In Victor

Hugo’s gripping novel Les Miserabies, a virtuous young man named Marius earning

700 francs per year (35 Napoleons) considers himself to be "rich". When a family

is being evicted from an apartment for being 6 months behind in the rent, we learn

that the amount owed is 20 francs (one gold Napoleon). The "rich" young man
kindly gives the family 25 francs to pay for the overdue rent and 5 francs extra for

food. In one very interesting section, the young man’s annual expenses are outlined:

"Thus, breakfast four sous, dinner sixteen sous, his food cost him twenty

sous a day, which was three hundred and sixty-five francs a year. Add the

thirty francs for his lodging, and the thirty-six francs to the old woman, and

a few other trifling expenses, and for four hundred and fifty francs, Marius

was fed, lodged, and waited upon. His clothes cost him a hundred francs, his

linen fifty francs, his washing fifty francs; the whole did not exceed six

hundred and fifty francs. This left him with fifty francs. He was rich."

(Hugo, p. 157)

Of course, Marius was not really rich. However, the fact that he was able to subsist

in such relative comfort in Paris — perhaps the most expensive and sophisticated city

in the world - for 35 gold Napoleons per year may give some idea of the purchasing

power of that very important coin among the average civilian population. Where

purchase of 35 gold Napoleons at a coin bourse might cost about US $3,500 in 1995,

the actual value of these same coins at the time they were minted is rather interesting

to contemplate.

Sources:

Balzac, Honore’ de. The Black Sheep. New York: Penguin, 1970.
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COINS & INVESTMENTS

From Joel Anderson’s Illustrated List #97

G

Somewhere there developed the idea that collecting coins is an investment. This is

wrong. Collecting coins is entertainment Many people who bought coins as an

investment are unhappy because they did not turn a profit On the other hand, those

who bought coins for their entertainment tend to be much happier. They now own
a piece of history, and get enjoyment from admiring, studying and showing others

their purchase. If that piece of history goes up in value, so much the better. If it

does not, at least they have something to show for their money, which is more than

can be said for many other forms of entertainment. After all, the pleasure one gains

from watching a movie, going to a bar or playing golf is short-lived, and rarely shows

a profit. However the pleasure one gains from studying or showing ones coins can

be repeated many times, and who knows, maybe they will show a profit when it

comes time to sell.

*********************************************************************

HISTORY IN YOUR HANDS

From Joel Anderson’s Illustrated List #98G

Coins are little pieces of history. They proclaim the triumphs and collapses of past

nations and civilizations, yet, as historical objects come and go, they are remarkably

inexpensive. Coins of Ancient Rome can be had for less the $10 (cheap, considering

what a dinner out costs, and coins lasts a lot longer too!). Circulating coins reflect

the character of the nations that issue them. For example the grandeur of classical

Greek coins. Or the dreary coins of Nazi Germany or the USSR, which show little

more than a denomination on one side and national symbol on the other. Or the

multi-lingual coins of Yugoslavia and Palestine, countries now tom apart due to civil

wars. Coins witness the birth and death of nations. Now is a fascinating time to

collect coins and paper money due to the breakup of the Soviet Union and

Yugoslavia, creating numerous new nations, and the potential unification of the

economies of Western Europe and the creation of a common currency.
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COIN ABUSE H
Bob Forrest, Manchester, England, NI #2382

In Notes and Queries for January 18th 1879 (5.11.49 - see note 1), one J. Smith

inquired as follows:

"I possess a curious coin in the form of a twopenny-piece, composed of an

outer case of George III, dated 1797, an inner one of the same date, containing

one piece resembling a halfpenny, and within it a farthing. The two last are

dated 1799. I should be glad to know whether the piece complete ever passed

as current money; and, if so, what is its present value?"

In the issue of March 15th 1879 (5.1 1.216-7), two replies were printed. The first was
from H. W. Henfrey:

"I suspect that Mr. Smith’s coin is really a box (or rather two boxes) made out

of a common current twopenny piece and a halfpenny (or penny perhaps) of

George HI. There were a good many of these little curiosities made in the last

century. I have seen several, but I do not know if they had any special use.

They were simply formed by taking some ordinary current coin, slicing it in

two, and then cutting the pieces thinner or hollowing them out, leaving the

two stamped faces untouched. The box was completed by turning a screw-

thread on the two halves of the coin, or else soldering on a rim with a turned

edge, to make them screw tightly together. I myself possess a similar (but

silver) box, made out of a crown piece of William and Mary, and so cleverly

that when screwed up it is of the same thickness as, and scarcely

distinguishable from, an ordinary crown of the period."

The second rely was from R. T. Samuel:

"The curiosity mentioned by Mr. Smith manifestly could not have had any

currency in its complete form; it is simply a twopenny piece of George ID’s

reign enclosing a penny of the same issue, which in its turn contains the

halfpenny and farthing of the same series, though different date, the whole

1797-9 being known as the celebrated ‘Soho’ series, designed by Kuchler and

Droz, and struck by Boulton and Watt, at their works so named, near

Birmingham; and it is possible, but not very probable, that they produced a

few of these curiosities as portable specimens of the issue."

I have to confess that, much to my regret, I myself have never even seen one of these

coin-box sets, still less ever owned one. (If anyone reading this has a spare for trade

or sale, please let me know!) In correspondence I once mentioned them to Brian

Edge and he replied that he had once seen a beautifully crafted box made out of a

George II farthing, and which contained a maundy penny. He also told me that coin-

boxes were reputedly used in the time of the Napoleonic Wars for the carrying of

secret messages. If true, the large Cartwheel Twopence, by virtue of its size, must
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have been a favourite for such clandestine purposes! Brian also told me:

"They are also said to have been used by nobility to conceal gold coins in the

times of the highwayman, who would regularly strip his victim of virtually

everything. It is said, however, that no self-respecting highwayman would

strip his victim of his last penny or twopence. So after the event the box

could be opened, and the victim could continue his journey with the gold

concealed in the box."

To evade detection, whether concealing gold or secret messages, of course, these

things had to be very cleverly made, and indeed some were so precisely engineered

that in the words of H. W. Henfrey, quoted above, the end result was scarcely

distinguishable from an undoctored coin. Consequently there have been occasions

when what was thought to be an ordinary coin turned out unexpectedly to be a box!

The Reverend Campbell Lock reported a couple of such happy discoveries in Notes

and Queries for October 1917 (12.3.449):

"Mention has recently been made in the newspapers of the discovery of a

‘quarter-guinea piece, date 1718’ inside a copper coin of George I, which it

was found could be ‘unscrewed’; also of a penny piece of 1797, in which was

a token (dated 1794) of M. Lambe & Son, tea dealers, Bath, having on it a

view of the India House, and on the reverse a camel with load.

These discoveries have reminded me that my father was surprised to find one

day that a copper twopenny piece of 1796 which he had could be unscrewed,

and inside of it was a beautifully executed miniature. Unfortunately he lost

it, probably though passing the coin in a money payment."

Coin boxes also have some interesting relatives, one of which is shown in Fig. 1.

This is a locket made out of a ten centimes piece of Napoleon III dated 1853, and

which still contains a yellowing photograph of an elderly lady. The eagle reverse of

the coin is left intact, but the central panel of the obverse, bearing Napoleon Ill’s

portrait, folds outwards on a crude hinge to reveal the photograph in the hollowed-out

interior. (Actually two coins must have been used for this, I think. One coin would

supply the bulk of the locket, from which Napoleon’s head would simply have been

ground out to form the hollow interior. The second coin would supply a new head

to form the front flap of the locket.)

Fig. 1
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Fig. 2

Another relative of the coin-box is a magician’s coin trick, of a type shown in Fig.

2, which shows one in cross-section. To take a specific example, A is a hollowed-out

English penny of 1918. The hollow is made to just such a size that a French 10

centimes coin of 1855 (B) will slot snugly into it. The trick consists, of course, in

showing the English penny to the audience, whispering abracadabra, then palming
away the English shell to reveal the French coin. Voila, as they say, an English coin

has been magically transformed into a French one! Clearly the trick was never one

of the greatest subtlety, for under no circumstances could the audience actually be

allowed to examine the "English penny"! But there it is, for what it is worth.

From coin-boxes to coin-bottles now, and Fig. 3 shows a remarkably neat little piece:

a snuff-bottle made in Tibet from two copper sho coins of type Y23 (i.e. dating from

the period 1932-1938 AD, though I gather that the bottle itself is of much more recent

manufacture.) The coins have been cupped or bowled to form the two halves of the

bottle, as shown, the join being concealed beneath some decorative silver cable like

wire. The opening at the top of the bottle is decorated in silver wire and semi-

precious stones, and it comes complete with a combined stopper-and-spatula, attached

to the body of the bottle by a silver chain to prevent loss! 1 am not clear whether the

bottle really is a snuff bottle, or whether this is just a Tibetan euphemism, and the

more usual contents belong to that class of illicit substance which, in the words of a

now happily reformed friend of mine, "leaves one with an empty wallet and a sore

nose." Maybe Tibetans are into snuff, I don’t know. Anyway, for interested readers

these things are billed as snuff bottles and at the time of writing (May, 1995) are

available from Barber and Fox Ltd. in the United States at $12.00 each, which is a
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real bargain. Prospective buyers should beware, however: the specimen I bought for

my collection of numismatic odds and ends was promptly claimed by my wife as an

attractive addition to her jewellery box. So either keep these things well away from

spouses, or make sure they see them around birthday or Christmas time!

I am not clear whether the mode of construction is similar to the foregoing or not, but

Brian Edge told me that in the second world war two ship-halfpennies of George VI

were often used to make petrol cigarette lighters. In the same period, he told me,

coins were made into miniature aeroplanes: a halfpenny made a spitfire and a penny

a four-engined bomber! Brian is a marvellous source of information on such things:

it was he who also told me that at the Crewe Locomotive Works in the 1970’s, silver

florins and half-crowns were deftly bent into rings in such a way that the legend

around the outside of the coin ended up somehow on the inside of the ring, a very

clever piece of engineering indeed!

(a) (b)

Fig. 4

Talking of bowling and bending coins, an interesting article by W. J. Andrew

appeared in Spink’s Numismatic Circular for May 1930 (p.195-7). It was entitled

"Coins as Model Hats", and described a rare class of love token characterised by the

coin being bent into the shape of a hat - most commonly the three-cornered cocked

hat, apparently. The mode of manufacture is shown in Fig. 4, using a halfpenny of

George III. The points at A, B and C on the rim of the coin form an equilateral

triangle, dotted as shown in Fig. 4(a). The segments formed on the three sides of the

triangle are then bent upwards, as shown in Fig. 4(b), a slight bowl also being put

into the coin at its centre, to accommodate the crown of the wearer’s head, as it were.

These hat-pieces, it seems, began to appear in the late seventeenth century (coins of

William HI), and continued in fashion for nearly a hundred years (early halfpennies

of George III), before giving way to the far commoner engraved love tokens. Mr.

Andrew describes nineteen specimens of model hats, dividing them into four

chronologically based classes, according to the prevailing hat-fashions of the times!

Fig. 4 illustrate his class 3.

With coin-hats and coin-rings, of course, we merge into the subject of coin jewellery,

and thence into holed, framed and engraved coins, one of my favourite hobby-horses,

as regular readers of NI Bulletin will know (note 2). Naturally, I cannot let pass this

excuse to describe a few other interesting pieces...
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Fig. 5

The first (Fig. 5) is what I take to be a buckle fashioned out of an Egyptian 10

piastres piece of 1917. It has had one face smoothed and engraved with the name of

Corporal C. Hankins, Palestine, around a scene of the pyramids (!), and R.O.D./R.E.

(= Royal Ordnance Department / Royal Engineers). The workmanship is very neat.

In an earlier article (note 2h) I mentioned a first world war military identity disc

punch-marked into the smoothed obverse of a Greek 10 lepta coin of 1869/70. A
similar example, also first world war, is shown in Fig. 6. Here, engraved into the

smoothed reverse of a French 2 francs piece of the period 1898-1920 we have:

W.POPE / M.G.C. / 10175 (M.G.C. = Machine Gun Corps).

Fig. 7

Fig. 7 is a Victorian silver threepenny piece of the period 1893-1901. Its reverse has

been smoothed and engraved "Mint House / ‘09". I used to think that this was quite

literally a dog tag - or maybe a cat tag - to be worn by someone’s pet, giving its

address in the event of its going astray: "Flat 9, Mint House". At least, that seemed

as reasonable an explanation as any. But then I got to wondering about that ‘ in front

of the 09, which made it look like a date, an abbreviated 1909. So, "Mint House,

1909"? Hardly a dog tag, then. But why would anyone put the name of their house
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and the year on an engraved coin? Perhaps Mint House is the name of one of the

houses in an English public school (other houses being named after other plants, say),

and 1909 was the year in which the owner of this piece was house captain or

something? I don’t know, but it is funny the difference that ‘ makes to the possible

interpretations of this piece!

Earlier I mentioned coin-hats and engraved love tokens. A typical example of the

latter which came my way recently is shown in Fig. 8. It is fairly crudely engraved

on the smoothed obverse of a 1799 halfpenny. Fig. 9 is a much more unusual love

token. It is engraved on the smoothed reverse of a silver rupee of Mauritius of a type

minted in 1934. It reads: "A. R. / Apres Toi / Je N’aurai Plus / D’amour." That is,

"A. R. after you I will have no more love." It is dated 17. 12. 61. Not only is this

piece unusual for its place of origin and language (French is one of the principal

languages of the island, having been a French colony from 1715 to 1810, when it was

captured by the British), it is also unusual on account of its very recent date. We
tend to think of engraved love tokens as primarily an 18th and 19th century

phenomenon, but as this piece shows, this is by no means always the case. One
cannot help wondering what story lies behind this unusual love token. Unfortunately,

despite its being a mere 34 years old, we shall probably never know.

We now move to jewellery coins. Fig. 10 is a Spanish 2 reales of Carlos IV dated

1795. It is of the Seville mint, but the lattice countermark to the right of the bust

indicates a usage in Cuba. The four holes, seemingly punched in with a nail, suggest

that at some stage the coin formed part of a bracelet.

Fig. 8 Fig. 9

Fig. 10
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Fig. 11

Fig. 11 is a South African shilling of 1896. The bust of Paul Kruger, however, has

had a hat and pipe added, then the space between the resulting figure and the outer

rim has been hollowed out, and a suspension loop added. I described a similarly

engraved, but not hollowed out piece, in my article cited in note 2d (p.104-5), where
the reader will find some tentative discussion of the possible significance of such

pieces. The specimen in Fig. 1 1 is clearly more elaborate than most.

Fig. 12

Fig. 12 is an interesting piece, being a Chinese coin which has been engraved,

somewhat crudely, to form an amulet. The reason for choosing this coin type for

engraving purposes is presumably because it is so-called Lohan cash. This requires

some explanation. The basic coin type was issued under the Ching Dynasty emperor

Sheng Tsu (1661-1722 AD). Its obverse legend translates as "Coinage of Steady

Prosperity", which is as good a motto as any for an amulet, I suppose. But there’s

more. The form of the character at the bottom signifies that it is Lohan cash, that is,

that it was cast from metal obtained by melting down 18 Buddhist images, those of

the 18 Lohans or disciples of Buddha. Legend has it that the brass so obtained

contained an appreciable proportion of gold, and hence this type of cash is much

sought after. But whether it is the Buddhist connotations or the hint of gold that

made this particular coin desirable as the basis for an amulet, I do not know. All I

can add is that the legend of the gold seems to be untrue. O. D. Cresswell records

(note 3) that he once had the opportunity to test the specific gravity of a dozen

specimens of Lohan cash, and found that it didn’t differ in the slightest from that of

normal cash of this type. But then awkward facts like that can’t keep a good legend

down!
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Fig. 13

This engraved Chinese coin reminds me of another example of odd coin usage - a sort

of savings bank cum wedding present - namely, the Chinese Wedding Sword. Here

Chinese cash are strung onto a central metal frame, much as illustrated in Fig. 13, so

that they take on a sword formation. I have two examples of these, one very pretty,

neat and modem, though the coins on it are old enough (illustrated one-third actual

size); the other, a more battered relic of the past, now sadly lacking about a third of

its coins, its strings frayed, but having more character than its modern counterpart for

all that. Going off the coins still perilously clinging to its central frame, it is of late

17th or early 18th century. I once asked my friend Bian Depai of Beijing about these

things, and he said that they are generally wedding souvenirs for the better-off, and

that they are regarded somewhat as family heirlooms to be handed on from generation

to generation. Ordinarily the primary owners of the swords do not dismantle them,

but of course, if the couple fall on hard times, they have here an emergency savings

bank. As the sword is handed down through the generations, though, the temptation

to dismantle it apparently increases, and many fail to make it beyond the first or

second generation.

There must be dozens of forms of "coin abuse", and these two articles have attempted

to detail no more than a smattering of them. It would be interesting if other readers

of NI Bulletin would supplement the list with unusual examples of their own. One

of my favourites was supplied by Kenneth Houston in a filler in the NI Bulletin of

November 1994 (p.263) - namely, the realisation by Russian cobblers that the now
virtually worthless copper one rouble coin is ideal for repairing stiletto heels! But

even this must concede defeat to another curiosity recorded by Sir James Frazer in

The Golden Bough:

"Servian and Bulgarian women who chafe at the restraints of domestic life

will take the copper coins from the eyes of a corpse, wash them in wine or

water, and give the liquid to their husbands to drink. After swallowing it, the

husband will be as blind to his wife’s peccadilloes as the dead man was on

whose eyes the coins were laid." (Abridged Edition, 1949, p.31.)

Notes.

As in my first article, this notation signifies 5th series, volume 11, p.49 etc.

2. NI Bulletin : a) Jan. 1993, p.11-15; b) Feb. 1993, p.33-37; c) Oct. 1993, p.233-6; d) May 1994,

p.101-7; e) June 1994, p.125-130; f) July 1994, p.163-5; g) Dec. 1994, p.275-280; h) Feb. 1995, p.32-3.

3. Chinese Cash (1979), p.44 (no.270). See also F. Schjbth, Chinese Currency (1976), p.56 (no. 1443).

The reverse of Fig. 12 simply indicates the Board of Revenue Mint.
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THE ABORTED 1958 COIN SERIES
M. Gleizer

(This article was originally published in JOURNAL of the RUSSIAN NUMISMATIC
SOCIETY, Number 57, Summer 1995. It is reprinted here by kind permission of the

editor.)

Toward the end of the 1950s, Soviet trade organizations came to the conclusion that

the introduction of automatic vending machines for small-scale merchandising of

various prepackaged items had become essential. Bringing in automats would serve

two major purposes: it would improve service to the public, and it would help

overcome the chronic shortage of retail sales people.

The Soviets were well informed on the increasingly widespread use abroad of such

sales devices for all sorts of functions - phone calls, sale of tickets, food in a

restaurant chain &c.

One result of the persistent post-war inflation was that by the late 1950s prices of

merchandise and of services in the USSR were quoted almost always in rubles. The
buying power of values under one ruble - coins of from one to 20 kopecks - had

become negligible, and these subsidiary coins would be useless even for small objects

sold through vending machines. And if automats were to be adjusted so that they

could accommodate more expensive things for sale, coins at least up to the ruble

would be needed. Articles in the Industrial-Economic Gazette in mid- and late 1958

were speaking of 25-, 50-kopeck and ruble coins.

In fact, these discussions had fallen behind the course of events, for in March 1958

the Leningrad Mint had already made preparations to strike special coins for use in

automats. The actual striking began that summer, and by winter the stock of coins

was ready. No less than 12 values were involved - from 1 kopeck to 5 rubles. Thus

the new coinage included not only the conventional seven denominations up to 20

kopecks but five new higher ones from 50 kopecks to five rubles.

So that the automats would be activated only by the new coins and not respond to

older coins already in circulation, the new 1958 issue was made of special alloys.

Instead of the old nickel alloy [80% JE, 20% Ni] and the old bronze alloy [95% JE,

5% Al] they introduced a new copper-nickel composition - "Neizilber-10" and a

copper-zinc composition known as "JIMII - 58/2."

Photos of the new five-ruble piece were first published in Filateliya USSR in 1969,

more than a decade after the fact. Then the Czechoslovak Journal Numismatic Pages

in 1970 published the three-, 10-, and 50-kopeck and one-, two- and three-ruble pieces

as well as showing again the five-ruble value.

However, this rather large 1958 issue of well over half a billion coins worth 190

million rubles never got into circulation. In hindsight it became obvious to the

Ministry of Finance, when the coins had already been struck, that it would be
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awkward to have two separate types of various coins - one for normal usage as small

change, the other specially for use in automats. It was recognized that there would

have to be a monetary reform, involving the replacement of currently circulation

money by a new issue, so that the new money would be valid both for routine petty

commerce and for use in automatic vending machines.

FIVE- AND TWO-RUBLE PIECES
OF THE ABORTED 1958 SERIES

Very few coins of the 1958 issue leaked out into circulation. All are now rare,

though not equally so. A number of banks and savings institutions received bags of

the new money, with strict instructions not to unseal the bags without specific orders.

But a few managers of scattered banks, yielding to persistent requests for small

change and in spite of their unambiguous instructions, had a few of the bags opened

and issued some of the 1958 coins to customers.

The most often seen are the one-, two-, and three kopeck pieces and the nickel 10-

kopeck coin. The three-ruble pieces is the rarest, followed by the ruble and the 50-

kopeck piece.

Rumor has it that a fairly significant quantity of the two- and five-ruble coins were

stolen at the Mint or got spirited away while on the way to the crucible, when
security was not as tight nor as strict as in the part of the mint where the money was

coined. These two values, in any case, are often illustrated in the press and in

catalogues.

Even though the 1958 issue never got into regular circulation, it played a certain role
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in the history of Soviet coinage. For these coins, though made as ordinary business

strikes, served as de facto patterns for the new issue that first came out in 1961.

NUMBER OF COINS STRUCK FOR USE IN AUTOMATS

Denomination Number Struck

1 kopeck 30,265,000

2 kopecks 39,591,012

3 kopecks 26,675,992

5 kopecks 61,119,000

10 kopecks 108,023,009

15 kopecks 80,051,994

20 kopecks 175,355,000

50 kopecks 40,600,000

1 ruble 30,700,000

2 rubles 20,976,000

3 rubles 4,050,000

5 rubles 5,150,000

^|( ^ ^ s
|^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^|/^ ^ ^ ^^^ \

j/ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^

FORMING A COLLECTION

From Joel Anderson’s Illustrated List #99G

There are many ways to collect coins. Two broad categories of collecting I call

"closed end" and "open end" collections. A "closed end" collection is a definite

series, such as US cents from 1909 to the present, or one coin from each type from

a particular country. It is clear what coins belong in the collection, and you know
when you have finished the collection. This style is popular with American

collectors, due in part to all the albums with little holes for each coin in the series,

and the urging of some that "you have to collect a series". Another approach is the

"open end" collection. This is the more traditional approach to collecting, where one

tries to collect a representative sample of coins in an area of interest, rather than each

coin in a particular series. An example of an open end collection might be crown

sized coins of the world, or coins of the Indian States, or just modem world coins.

One does not try to get one of everything in a series, but rather whatever is of interest

within a fairly broad theme. This style of collecting can more easily accommodate

changes in ones collecting interest. It can also be easier on one’s budget since there

are no "key coin" holes to fill. Many collectors combine some aspects of both, such

as collecting a few representative coins of each nation that participated in World War

II. You might want to give some thought to how you want to organize your

collecting style.
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Book News & Reviews

Jitals: A Catalogue and Account of the Coin Denomination of Daily Use in

Medieval Afghanistan and North West India. By Robert & Monica Tye. Robert

Tye, Isle of South Uist, 1995. Cloth bound, 8-1/2 x 12
M

, 183 pp., with maps,

bibliography, index of legends, dynastic lists and numerals, general index, charts

and heavily illustrated throughout with line drawings. Available from Classical

Numismatic Group, Inc., Post Office Box 479, Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17608-

0479. Price is $40.00 plus $5.00 postage and handling.

Most collectors are well aware of the various "bull and horseman" coin types issued

throughout Afghanistan and India by both Hindu and Muslim rulers for hundreds of

years. This impressive work has attempted to catalogue all the "bull and horseman"

issues and their derivatives under the single generic denomination "jital" in a cogent

and accessible manner. To this end, the authors have succeeded in cataloguing in

excess of 480 types in a very usable fashion. Each jital in the variety catalogue is

represented with a sharp line drawing. Additionally, the authors have included

information as to each jital's issuing authority, probable mint, probable metallic

content, weight, obverse and reverse design, rarity, cross references to other

catalogues, and representation in collections (such as the British Museum collection).

The book most ably discusses the morphology (the authors argue that all the coins

catalogued in this work ultimately derive from the silver "bull and horseman" pieces

struck by the Shahi dynasty, or the Hindu Shahiyas of Kabul and Ohind, from c.750

A.D. - 1000 A.D.) and iconography of the "bull and horseman" type as well as the

broader role of the "jital" in the numismatic monetary history of India and Afghanistan.

Three intriguing appendices follow the 23 chapters which detail the various "jital"

issuing authorities. Appendix A is entitled, "The Ghidrifi: a fiduciary drachm of

Bukhara." Appendix B is entitled, "The Damma: ordinary silver drachm of Medieval

North India." Appendix C is entitled, "fiat jitals and horse trading merchants."

The quality of this work is commendable. The capable scholarship, high production

standards, and usability of the catalogue combine to make the book an excellent value

and a suitable acquisition for all comprehensive numismatic libraries.

Reviewed by Donald S. Yarab.

4e 4e 4e 4c 4e

Copper Cash and Silver Taels: The Money of Manchu China. By John E.

Sandrock. Gateway Press, Inc., Baltimore, 1995. Hardcover, 8-1/2" x 11", xx

pp., 408pp., densely illustrated, maps, glossary, bibliography, and transliteration

cross-reference. Available from Bunker Hill Enterprises, P.O. Box 436,

Monkton, Maryland 21111. Price is $44.50 plus $3.50 postage and handling

($5.50 overseas). Quantity discounts are available.
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This book is about the monetary aspects of life in China during the Ch'ing dynasty

(1644 - 1912 A.D.). Copper Cash and Silver Taels: The Money ofManchu China is

a very readable book which has something of interest for everyone — bank note

collectors, coin collectors, and history buffs. The author, a retired U.S. Navy Captain,

is an "Old China Hand" whose interest in the orient dates from duty in North China in

1946. He has traveled extensively throughout Asia acquiring a profound interest in

oriental numismatics along the way. His other collecting interests include old

newspapers and related historical documents.

The work contains much previously unreported information and research, including

many bank notes which are illustrated for the first time. The book also features nine

maps, twelve tables, and over two hundred forty photographs — many previously

unpublished. A glossary of terms as well as an extensive bibliography are additional

features of the book.

The 432 page book is divided into five parts. Part I is entitled "Historical

Background" and provides the reader with an articulate presentation of the factors

which led to the rise and fall of the Ch'ing dynasty. Included in the presentation is a

fascinating examination of the most salient causes of the dynasty's fall — the Opium

War and foreign intervention, the Taiping Rebellion, and internal corruption.

Part II of the work is entitled, "A Dual Monetary System: Copper Cash and Silver

Taels." This section discusses the earliest forms ofmoney in China, the evolution of

bronze and copper cash, the ever changing value of cash, the role of taels in the

Chinese monetary system, the role of foreign currency in the Chinese monetary

system, and the introduction of machine struck coinage.

Part III of the book, "Ch'ing Dynasty Government Paper Money Issues," offers the

reader an engaging overview of the myriad sources of imperial revenue, the causes for

the depletion of the imperial treasury and the resulting need for a paper currency, the

copper cash and silver tael notes of Hsien Feng, the currency of the Taiping rebels,

and the issues of government sanctioned banks.

Part IV, "Some Numismatic Observations," presents a discussion of paper and block

printing, and a number of keen observations regarding seals, numbering systems, and

overprints employed on bank notes.

Part V, "Ch'ing Dynasty Subsidiary Paper Money Issues," discusses the role of China's

native banks as well as the issues of provincial, commercial, foreign, and revolutionary

authorities in the Chinese monetary system.

Eight appendices setting forth detailed tables and illustrations relating to the myriad

paper money issues of this period are included. The final appendix contains a

collection of never before published photographs taken by a U.S. naval officer who

was on the scene before, during, and after the Boxer uprising in the summer of 1900.

The work's printing and photography are sharp and clear, its writing is articulate, and

the information presented is interesting. Editorial errors (e g., typographical) are
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present more often than warranted but they do not substantially detract from the

overall quality of the work. On balance, it is a high quality work which is strongly

recommended to all who sustain even a peripheral interest in Asian numismatics, bank

notes, or history. Additionally, it is an absolutely essential addition to the libraries of

those who profess more than a peripheral interest.

Reviewed by Donald S. Yarab.

*****

Editor’s Note: The editor inadvertently ommitted acknowledgment of Ranko

Mandic as author of Katalog Metalnog Novca Jugoslavije I Jugoslovenskih

Zemalja 1700-1994, which was reviewed in the November 1995 NI Bulletin (p.

271). Our apologies to the author and thanks to the readership who brought the

ommision to our attention.

*********************************************************************

MISTER 6-1/4

F. H. Wackwitz

During World War II the Nazi Germany

occupational forces assigned a "Gauleiter"

(roughly Governor) to the Netherlands. The

name of this hated individual was Mr. Seys

Inquart which, in the Dutch language sounds

like "zes en een kwart" menaing six and a

fourth.

One of his first edicts was for the population to

hand in all cupro-nickel coins in exchange for

the cheap looking zinc war issues. In defiance

of his order and out of comtempt for the man himself, a desk decoration-paperweight

became an extremely popular item overnight. It consisted of three "illegal" coins

soldered together with a paperclip, the value of which added up to six and a fourth

cents. The half penny (Y35) which served as the head was cut in half in the shape

of a German army helmet. A piece of the paper clip served to give a Hitler salute.

Significantly, the little "Mr. 6-1/4" had one leg shorter than the other; in real life Mr.

Seys Inquart had a stiff leg as a result of a war injury sustained in Austria.

(Reprinted from the March, 1974 NI Bulletin.

Half of
Y35 1/2
Cent

Y34 5
Cent

Y36 1

Cent
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MEMBER NOTICE PAGE
Gerhard Schon, Postfach 71 09 08, Munchen, Germany: WANTED in

uncirculated condition: BRAZIL "Prova" marked coins of FAO types / ECUADOR
1 Sucre 1992 / EL SALVADOR 5 Centavos 1985 / HAITI 10 Centimes 1986 /

JAMAICA "Forestry for Development" 20 Cents 1981, 1982, 1984, 1987 / JAMAICA
"World Food Day" 20 Cents 1984, 1985, 1988 / NICARAGUA 25, 50 Centavos 1983

/ PANAMA 1/10, 1/4, 1/2 Balboa 1987, 1988 / PERU Prooflike (FDC) sets from

1950s to 1970s / URUGUAY 1/4, 1/2, 1 Gaucho 1992 bullion coins. Please offer.

Polish American Numismatic Society, P. O. Box 3232. Center Line. MI 48016-

3232: PANS will hold its annual coin and collectibles show on February 18, 1996

from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM at the American Polish Cultural Center, 15 Mile and

Dequindre, Troy, Michigan. 30 dealers have indicated their attendance and space is

limited. There is no admission charge and an excellent Polish kitchen will be open.

Ralph A. Cannito, Box 304, Washington. NT 07822: WANTED - Islamic/Arabic:

all hammered silver coinage from 622 AD to 1900 AD. I am especially interested in

rupees, multiple and Nazarana mpees of Afghanistan, Indian Princely States and the

Mughal, Ottoman & Persian Empires. Buying one coin or a collection. Dealer and

collector offers are welcome. ANA R 068117.

Schon-Buchversand, Postfach, 71 09 08, D-81459 Munchen, Germany:

Announcing our stocklist of modem world coins. Heavy in FAO coins (including

FAO collector coins), Olympic Games and other sports coins, patterns, piedforts and

low mintage coins. List is sent free upon request (please state fields of interest).

********************************************************************

A CRY FOR RECOGNITION?

Peter J. Coles

(Reprinted from Nashville Coin Club Bulletin , November 1974)

I recently purchased an Irish 1/2 Penny token dated 1821. On the reverse is the

conventional crowned harp over the date, on the obverse is the draped bust of George

IV, right, and the legend: LUKE.XX:CHAP.XXV:VER. A quick look at the world’s

best seller under Luke, Chapter 20, Verse 25 yielded the familiar "Render unto Caesar

that which is Caesar’s".

Why the use of this phrase here? It could be a call to support his majesty, a call to

give God his due or perhaps a call for justice and freedom. Since the Irish dislike of

the British is world renowned and since the token is anonymous I suspect the third

theory to be most likely. Twenty-one years earlier in May 1800, the Act of Union

between England and Ireland became law. During the period when this token was

created, Daniel O’Connell was campaigning for Catholic emancipation and achieved

it in 1829. This enabled Catholics to enter Parliament and serve in public offices

which was previously denied them. O’Connell also agitated for repeal of the Act of

Union until his death in 1847. This token may well have echoed his cause.
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